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ABSTRACT

Extraction of maximum power from PV (Photovoltaic) cell is necessary to make the PV system efficient.

Maximum power can be achieved by operating the system at MPP (Maximum Power Point) (taking the

operating point of PV panel to MPP) and for this purpose MPPT (Maximum Power Point Trackers) are

used. There are many tracking algorithms/methods used by these trackers which includes incremental

conductance, constant voltage method, constant current method, short circuit current method, PAO

(Perturb and Observe) method, and open circuit voltage method but PAO is the mostly used algorithm

because it is simple and easy to implement. PAO algorithm has some drawbacks, one is low tracking

speed under rapid changing weather conditions and second is oscillations of PV systems operating point

around MPP. Little improvement is achieved in past papers regarding these issues. In this paper, a new

method named “Decrease and Fix” method is successfully introduced as improvement in PAO algorithm

to overcome these issues of tracking speed and oscillations. Decrease and fix method is the first successful

attempt with PAO algorithm for stability achievement and speeding up of tracking process in photovoltaic

system. Complete standalone photovoltaic system’s model with improved perturb and observe algorithm

is simulated in MATLAB Simulink.

Key Words: Photovoltaic Cell, Maximum Power Point Tracking, Perturb and Observe Algorithm,
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1. INTRODUCTION

PV is the fastest growing renewable technology of

producing energy in the current world because

of its priceless benefits like its abundance,

environment friendly, cheap maintenance, pollution free

(noise and toxic gases), simplicity and easy

implementation [1,2]. But this growing technology has

some serious problems of efficiency from manufacturing

materials, change of illumination and temperature. The

problem of manufacturing material has been overcome to

some extent by using different materials, and 46%

efficiency has been achieved in December 2014 by

Japanese AIST (National Institute of Advance Industrial

Science and Technology) [3]. Solar PV cell are made up of

semiconductor material, mostly with silicon.

Semiconductor materials used other than silicon are CdTe

(Cadmium Telluride), GaAs (Gallium Arsenide) and CIGS

(Copper Indium Gallium Selenide) etc. All these

semiconductor materials have a property known as
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photoelectric effect, when exposed to sun light it generates

or releases electrons from its conduction band by

absorbing the photons of sunlight. These free electrons

of PV cell are then captured results an electric current. So,

in short “PV cell use solar above bandgap photons as a

power source and converts these above bandgap photons

directly into electrical energy when exposed to sun light”

[4]. These PV cells are connected in the desired order to

form modules and arrays. Several PV cells are connected

to each other in series to form a PV module and several

PV modules are connected to form a PV array. PV modules

and arrays are connected in a specific order to get the

required output voltage and output current. PV cell

generate a DC voltage and can feed dc-loads directly and

ac-loads by using inverter before the load, and can also

be connected to grid by using conversion devices. To

understand the concept of PV cell it can be drawn

electronically as shown in Fig. 1 [5].

I
ph

 = Id + I
sh

 + I
s

(1)

Where I
ph

 is Photon Current, I
d
 is Diode Current, I

s
 is Shunt

Current, and I
s
is Output Current.

PV cell presents nonlinear V-I characteristics with one/

single point where power production from PV cell/panel

is maximum and that single point is known as MPP [6-9].

A typical V-I (Voltage-Current) and P-V (Power-Voltage)

curves of PV cell with MPP are in shown in Fig. 2. V-I

characteristics curve represents with brown color in Fig.

2. The blue line in Fig. 2 represents a power curve.

The maximum power is calculated using Equation (2).

P
max

 = U
mpp

 x I
mpp

(2)

Where I
sc
 is current when circuit is short, I

mpp
 is maximum

possible current, U
mpp

 is maximum possible voltage, and

U
oc

 is voltage when circuit is open.

The solar PV cell do not deliver maximum power to the

user which results in costly (large PV panel is required)

and low efficient PV system. To extract maximum power

from PV cell it is necessary that PV system should

operate at MPP. This MPPs location vary with

illumination and temperature [10-12]. Normally the PV

system’s operating point is at a distance from MPP, so

to take the operating power point of PV system to MPP

first it is necessary to track this MPP, and for this

purpose MPPT are used.

MPPT is an electrical/electronic circuit used to change

reference values of the PV array’s output voltage or

current according to atmospheric conditions so that the

system operates with maximum power all the times [13].

MPPT tracks by using an algorithm. Several algorithms

have been used like PAO, constant voltage, constant

current, incremental conductance and many others. The

most commonly used algorithm is PAO because it is simple

and easy to implement.

FIG. 1. ELECTRONIC DRAWN EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF
PV CELL

FIG. 2. V-I AND P-V CURVES OF SOLAR

PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL
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Here the algorithm selected is PAO algorithm but this

algorithm has two main problems. One is slow tracking

speed during rapidly changing weather conditions and

the other is its oscillations around MPP. Several

methods have been used to overcome these two

problems like using variable step size which improves

the performance but only to a limited extent. Slow tracking

speed problem is removed to some extent but problem

of oscillations around MPP is still there but with less

margin.

In this paper, “decrease and fix” method is introduced

to overcome these two problems completely and to

achieve higher efficiency. Decrease and fix method is

the first successful attempt with PAO algorithm for

stability achievement and improvement of tracking

speed in PV system. This method or technique uses

the information of voltage, current and power in a

proper manner which lets it know the reason of change

in power. With the help of this information the tracker

fix the power at a value very close to MPP by stopping

the perturbation of voltage. No further perturbation

will be made until there is a change in illumination and/

or temperature.

2. PERTURB AND OBSERVE ALGORITHM

In PAO algorithm, operating voltage of PV cell/array is

perturbed with increment, and resulting change in power

is measured and saved as comparative value in algorithm.

If a positive change in power occurs, then perturbation

continues in the same direction until the PV array’s

operating point become closer or equal to the MPP. On

the next perturbations change in power will be negative

(power decreases), indicating that system’s operating

point is moving away/far from MPP. Then the direction of

the perturbation should be reversed to move the

operating point back toward the MPP [14] and when

operating point crosses MPP with negative perturbation

again the perturbation direction turns to positive and then

operating point starts oscillations around the MPP.

Perturbation is performed by changing the duty cycle of

DC-DC buck or boost converter. Duty cycle is defined as

the ratio of conduction time to total switching period.

PAO algorithm sets the duty cycle of the DC-DC converter

according to the need. Adjustment of this duty cycle of

DC-DC converter allows to match the load and source

impedance of solar PV system to transfer maximum power

from source to load [15]. Conventional flow of PAO and

observe algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. CONVENTIONAL PERTURB AND OBSERVE ALGORITHM [5]
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This PAO algorithm is a popular method but also have

some drawbacks. Oscillations around the MPP and slow

tracking speed during rapidly changing weather

conditions are the two drawbacks [16]. These drawbacks

results in high energy losses. Several methods have been

used to overcome these problems [16-17] like using

variable step size which improves the performance but

not significantly [18]. Both slow tracking speed problem

and problem of oscillations around MPP were overcome

to some extent by using variable step size PAO algorithm.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

Variable step size technique used in PAO algorithm has

fast response in tracking MPP but main problem of

oscillations of operating point around MPP is still there.

Till now in PAO algorithm only one variable’s value out

of two (voltage or current) is perturbed and results are

observed to proceed. This single variable checking creates

problem that tracker could not recognize whether the

change in power is due to perturbation or due to change

in weather condition (illumination or temperature). The

reason for this problem of tracking is that operating point

is continuously in oscillatory state.

To overcome this problem PAO algorithm is modified by

using a “decrease and fix” method. In this method both

variable’s values (voltage and current) are used to let the

tracker know, that the change occurred in power is due to

perturbation or due to change in weather conditions

(illumination or temperature). The variable step size

technique is replaced with “decrease and fix” technique.

Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithm. In

this new technique “fix change in stepsize” is introduced

instead of variable change in step size. The perturbation

of voltage is started with positive sign and large step size

until MPP reaches (which speed up the tracking) and

divide the step size with two (2) for its first negative

perturbation (negative sign) (this boosted the tracking

speed because if step size is reduced slowly with voltage

change as in conventional PAO algorithm then tracking

speed will be slow) and with 4 for its second negative

perturbation (again boost is provided to tracking speed)

which takes the operating point at MPP or close to MPP

because the step size is very small. When the negative

perturbation condition goes wrong for first time the

perturbation of voltage is stopped (change in duty cycle

= 0, if no change in weather condition which make change

in the power delivered by solar PV array) and the PV array

will produce stable output voltage without any

oscillations.

Two conditions are set for detecting a change in weather

condition, first is that when the PV system becomes stable

for first time no perturbation will be made until there is a

change detected in illumination or temperature (Change

in weather condition is detected by change in power

without any perturbation) and the second condition is,

that during the tracking process when the negative

perturbation condition goes wrong for first time then the

perturbation of voltage is stopped but with a condition

that the algorithm first check that the change in current is

positive or negative. If it is positive, it indicates that the

change in current occurs due to last perturbation because

in the last perturbation voltage was decreased so the

current must increase. But if change in current is negative

the perturbation continues with positive sign because

this indicates the change in weather condition (decrease

in illumination or temperature).

4. SIMULATION TESTS AND RESULTS

A model of standalone PV system is developed in

MATLAB/Simulink. Simulink model and results at STC

(Standard Test Condition), (1000w/m2 and 25oC) are shown

in Figs. 5 6. The model contain a PV panel (100-kW PV

Array, SunPower SPR-305E-WHT-D (Nser=5 Npar=66)),

MPPT, boost converter and resistive load. MPPT
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controller has four inputs (MPPT parameters, Enable,

Voltage and Current) and one output (Duty cycle). The

voltage acquires stability in 0.35s at 271.26 volt sat

standard test condition as shown in Fig. 6. Complete

output of solar PV array with changing illuminations and

changing temperatures is shown in Fig. 7. Output for

different illuminations, temperatures and loads are

described in Tables 1-2.

In  Table 1 PV panel’s voltages, currents and powers is

shown for different weather conditions (different

illuminations and temperatures) at different loads to better

understand the performance of PV panel with proposed

algorithm. In Table 2 PV panel’s voltage, DC-DC

converter’s output voltages and current is shown for

different weather conditions (different illuminations and

temperatures) at different loads.

FIG. 4. PROPOSED ALGORITHM WITH DECREASE AND FIX TECHNIQUE

FIG. 5. SIMULINK MODEL OF SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM
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It is observed in Tables 1-2that the values of PV panel’s

voltage and current changes with the change in load

connected at the output of DC-DC converter for same

illumination and temperature. When the load increases

PV panel’s voltage will increase and current will

decrease and vice versa [19]. So, this improved

algorithm is checked for four different loads with

different DC-DC converter conversion values. It is

observed that high the load connected at output of

DC-DC converter higher the DC-DC converter’s

stepped up output voltage and lower the output current

and vice versa, to get maximum power from a PV system

at the standard test condition (1000w/m2, 25oC), for

different loads.

FIG. 6. O/P OF PV ARRAY WITH IMPROVED PAO ALGORITHM AT STC (1000W/M2–250C)

FIG. 7. O/P OF PV ARRAY AT CHANGING WEATHER (1000–250W/M2) (0–500C)
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In the first two conditions of Tables 1-2 zero current is

generated from the PV cell because illumination is absent.

If illumination is zero, then temperature doesn’t matter

because generation of current directly depends on

illumination. Temperature can only vary current’s value.

So, absence of illuminations results zero current and

voltage generation independent of what the temperature

is. Amount of illumination is directly proportional to the

value of generated current and voltage from PV panel. As

the illumination increases with constant temperature both

generated current and voltage of PV panel increases.

TABLE 2. INPUT-OUTPUT PERFORMANCE WITH LOAD

VP
)2m/W(

lleC
(o )C

4.2=daoL Ω 5=daoL Ω 01=daoL Ω 001=daoL Ω

tupnI
egatloV

)V(

tupnI
tnerruC

)A(

tupnI
rewoP

)W(

tupnI
egatloV

)V(

tupnI
tnerruC

)A(

tupnI
rewoP

)W(

tupnI
egatloV

)V(

tupnI
tnerruC

)A(

tupnI
rewoP

)W(

tupnI
egatloV

)V(

tupnI
tnerruC

)A(

tupnI
rewoP

)W(

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

052 52 40.532 49.59 81.05522 83.162 60.39 18.22342 05.062 72.39 77.79242 16.852 96.39 15.92242

005 52 17.762 64.581 61.94694 26.662 30.681 46.89594 36.662 20.681 38.89594 51.362 45.781 70.25394

057 52 65.962 32.872 39.99947 68.862 77.872 42.05947 17.862 88.872 32.93947 19.762 64.972 23.07847

0001 52 62.172 77.963 02.403001 01.962 20.273 21.111001 69.962 71.173 95.002001 70.962 50.273 77.701001

0001 05 68.642 86.573 36.14729 30.742 94.573 24.65729 40.642 06.673 27.85629 90.542 06.773 11.54529

0001 0 07.392 17.563 50.904701 45.392 68.563 98.493701 72.392 11.663 85.963701 10.292 12.763 52.922701

VP
)2m/W(

lleC
(o )C

4.2=daoL Ω 5=daoL Ω 01=daoL Ω 001=daoL Ω

tupnI
egatloV

)V(

tuptuO
egatloV

)V(

tuptuO
tnerruC

)A(

tupnI
egatloV

)V(

tuptuO
egatloV

)V(

tuptuO
tnerruC

)A(

tupnI
egatloV

)V(

tuptuO
egatloV

)V(

tuptuO
tnerruC

)A(

tupnI
egatloV

)V(

tuptuO
egatloV

)V(

tuptuO
tnerruC

)A(

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

052 52 40.532 52.032 49.59 83.162 16.543 21.96 05.062 05.884 58.84 16.852 24.2451 24.51

005 52 17.762 61.933 23.141 26.662 32.984 58.79 36.662 78.196 91.96 51.362 95.1812 28.12

057 52 65.962 71.314 51.271 68.862 90.695 22.911 17.862 19.248 92.48 19.762 39.3662 46.62

0001 52 62.172 36.374 43.791 01.962 16.286 25.631 69.962 89.569 06.69 70.962 56.2503 35.03

0001 05 68.642 84.354 59.881 30.742 26.456 29.031 40.642 30.529 05.29 90.542 06.2292 32.92

0001 0 07.392 66.194 68.402 45.392 95.907 29.141 72.392 33.3001 33.001 10.292 79.9613 07.13

Temperature has different effect at the generated voltage

and current. Temperature is inversely proportional to PV

panel’s generated voltage and directly proportional to

current generated by PV panel. As the temperature

increases PV panel’s current will increase and voltage

will decrease. If temperature decreases PV panel’s current

will decrease and voltage will increase.

3D graphical representation of PV cell/panel power with

changing illumination and temperature at different loads

is shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE 1. INPUT PERFORMANCE WITH LOAD
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Talking about increase in efficiency of PV system. It is

concluded that, hundred percent (100%) efficiency is

achieved in stability by removing oscillations and getting

hundred percent (100%) stable output from photovoltaic

panel.

Now moving towards the tracking speed, the tracking

speed of conventional PAO algorithm is low. But tracking

speed of improved PAO is increased by reducing the

number of perturbations to reach MPP. Number of

perturbations are reduced by using “fix change in

stepsize”. Output voltage of PV panel at standard test

condition (1000w/m2 and 25oC) using conventional PAO

algorithm is shown in Fig. 9.

It can be clearly observed in Fig. 9 that voltage reach near

the MPP at 0.25 seconds and then start oscillations of

one volt around MPP. Comparing to this observing the

output voltage of PV panel at standard test condition

using improved or proposed PAO algorithm it is observed

that voltage reach near the same MPP at 0.06 seconds

and then start oscillations, after some oscillations which

become smaller and smaller it attains the MPP in 0.35

seconds. The margin of improvement is 0.19 seconds.

PV Cell Load = 2.4�
Load = 5� Load = 10� Load = 100�

FIG.  8. PV’S POWER WITH CHANGING ILLUMINATION AND TEMPERATURE AT DIFFERENT LOADS

FIG. 9. O/P OF PV ARRAY WITH CONVENTIONAL PAO ALGORITHM AT STC (1000W/M2–250C)
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The proposed PAO algorithm’s MPP tracking is faster

than conventional PAO algorithm by 0.19 seconds. It

tracks MPP 0.19 seconds before old PAO algorithm at

standard test condition.

Improvement in PAO algorithm to this level is achieved

first time. So this is the novelty of this work.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, three main problems of PV array (oscillations,

slow speed response and response during changing

weather conditions) are tried to resolve. Two problems

are solved (oscillations removed completely, response

speed is increased by reducing the maximum possible

number of perturbations to reach MPP) but limitation to

speed of response is that tracking speed during

continuously conditional change in weather conditions

cannot be eliminated completely but to some extent

(tracking speed reduces during the positive weather

change if the perturbation process continues and the

system does not reach the stability yet). Oscillation of

operating point around MPP was a big problem in the

efficiency of PV system which is removed by using

“reduce and fix” strategy in PAO algorithm. Simulations

performed in MATLAB/SIMULINK.
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